
 
May 25, 2022 

 

Sent via email: sasha@hodder.law 
 

Sasha Hodder 

Hodder Law Firm, P.A. 
 

Re:  Hourly Inc. - Indiana Money Transmitter Licensing Opinion Request 

 

Dear Ms. Hodder:        

 

We have received your client’s letter dated April 27, 2022, requesting a licensing opinion regarding whether Hourly, Inc., 

(“Hourly”) business activities require an Indiana Money Transmitter License under Indiana Code § 28-8-4.     

 

The information provided in the letter indicates that Hourly acts as an independent intermediate service between an employer 

and a bank, providing payroll services and distributing funds to appropriate government agencies. Hourly is partnered with the 

Atlantic Capital Bank in Georgia to conduct payroll functions without Hourly taking custody of funds. Hourly maintains an 

account at the bank titled F/B/O (for the benefit of) the employer. When instructed by the employer, Hourly distributes wages to 

employees as well as makes tax payments to appropriate government agencies. Hourly does not retain control or custody over 

the funds deposited.  

 

Based on the information provided, Hourly does not appear to offer fiat currency stored value accounts or “consumer purpose” 

money transmission activities as defined in the Indiana code.  Therefore, an Indiana Money Transmitter License does not appear 

to be required. Should Hourly wish to offer such services to Indiana consumers in the future, an Indiana DFI Money Transmitter 

License would be required for such activity.  

 

Additionally, all issuers of virtual currency are advised to register with FinCEN, get information regarding virtual currency 

guidance such as FIN 2013-GOO1 and comply with applicable law, including anti-money laundering requirements.  We also 

refer all issuers of virtual currency to IRS Notice 2014-21 that defines virtual currency as property and to applicable law.   

 

The opinions expressed herein represent the views of the Legal Division staff on licensing enforcement action only, should be 

considered advisory in nature and do not express any legal conclusions. Consult your own attorney for legal guidance.  Staff 

opinions are not binding upon the DFI or its board of directors. This opinion is based upon information provided by you. Any 

changes in the facts or circumstances could result in different conclusions.  The DFI reserves the right to require licensure if the 

provided information is incorrect, lacking, or if the law or DFI interpretation changes.  

 

If you have any additional questions, please contact our office by phone at 317-453-2566 or by email at 

dfilicensing@dfi.in.gov. 

 

Sincerely, 

George Dremonas 
George Dremonas 

General Counsel 

 

cc:  General Counsel Nicole Buskill and DFI Licensing
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